
10.1 Introduction

As the definition of cognitive robotics in chapter 1 makes clear, the field draws on several 
disciplines, including robotics, artificial intelligence, and cognitive science. Its goal is to 
design an integrated cognitive system that combines a range of abilities, such as senso-
rimotor be hav iors, knowledge- based reasoning, and social skills, in the form of an intelligent 
robot. Its foundations in systems engineering and cognitive science coalesce in a single 
concept: a cognitive architecture.

From the perspective of systems engineering, a cognitive architecture mirrors the system 
architecture, using the power of abstraction to render the modeling, specification, and 
design of a complete complex system tractable.

From the perspective of cognitive science, in which the term “cognitive architecture” 
originates (Newell 1990), the concept of a cognitive architecture is the result of over sixty 
years of research. To understand what it means from this perspective requires us to first 
familiarize ourselves with the roots of cognitive science and the dif fer ent paradigms that 
exist within that discipline. In turn, this  will allow us to understand the dif fer ent types of 
cognitive architecture and the role a cognitive architecture plays in cognitive science, in 
general, and cognitive robotics, in par tic u lar.

With this understanding in place, we review the key attributes of a cognitive architecture 
before surveying the core cognitive abilities of the many cognitive architectures that exist 
 today. We examine two cognitive architectures in some detail to highlight the way  these 
abilities are realized in cognitive robots. We finish by exploring what the  future might 
hold for cognitive architectures and the challenges that remain.

10.2 The Foundations of Cognitive Science

Cognitive science embraces neuroscience, cognitive psy chol ogy, linguistics, epistemology, 
philosophy, and artificial intelligence, among other disciplines. Its primary goal is to 
explain the under lying pro cesses of  human cognition, ideally in the form of a model that 
can be replicated in artificial agents. It has its roots in cybernetics in the early 1940s 
(Wiener 1948) but appears as a formal discipline referred to as cognitivism in the late 
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1950s. Cognitivism built on the logical foundations laid by the early cyberneticians and 
exploited the computer as a literal meta phor for cognitive function and operation, using 
symbolic information pro cessing as its core model of cognition. Cybernetics also gave rise 
to the alternative emergent systems approach, which recognized the importance of self- 
organization in cognitive pro cesses, eventually embracing connectionism, dynamical systems 
theory, and the enactive perspective on cognitive science. Hybrid systems attempt to combine 
the cognitivist and emergent paradigms to varying degrees, quite often ignoring some of the 
incompatible assumptions that the cognitivist and the emergent paradigms make about 
the fundamental nature of cognition (Vernon 2014).

10.2.1 The Cognitivist Paradigm of Cognitive Science

The cognitivist paradigm, which embraces artificial intelligence (AI), dates from a confer-
ence held at Dartmouth College, New Hampshire, in July and August 1956. It was attended 
by Allen Newell, Herbert Simon, John McCarthy, Marvin Minsky, and Claude Shannon, 
among  others, all of whom exerted a very significant influence on the development of AI 
over the next half  century.

The essential position of cognitivism is that cognition is achieved by computations per-
formed on internal symbolic knowledge repre sen ta tions in a pro cess whereby information 
about the world is taken in through the senses, filtered by perceptual pro cesses to generate 
descriptions that abstract away irrelevant data, represented in symbolic form, and reasoned 
about to infer what is required to perform some task and achieve some goal. In the cogni-
tivist paradigm, any physical platform that supports the per for mance of the required sym-
bolic computation  will suffice. In other words, the physical realization of the computational 
model is inconsequential to the model. The principled decoupling of computational opera-
tion from the physical platform that supports  these computations is referred to as compu-
tational functionalism (Piccinini 2010). Allen Newell made several landmark contributions 
to the establishment of practical cognitivist systems: in the early 1980s with his introduction 
of the concept of a knowledge- level system, the maximum rationality hypothesis, and the 
princi ple of rationality (Newell 1982); in the mid-1980s with the development of the Soar 
cognitive architecture for general intelligence (along with John Laird and Paul Rosenbloom; 
Laird, Newell, and Rosenbloom 1987); and in 1990 with the concept of a unified theory of 
cognition (Newell 1990)— that is, a theory that covers a broad range of cognitive issues, 
such as attention, memory, problem- solving, decision- making, and learning from several 
aspects, including psy chol ogy, neuroscience, and computer science.

10.2.2 The Emergent Paradigm of Cognitive Science

In the emergent paradigm, cognition is one of the pro cesses by which an autonomous 
system maintains its autonomy. Through cognition, the system constructs its real ity— its 
world and the meaning of its perceptions and actions—as a result of its operation in that 
world. This pro cess of making sense of its environmental interactions is one of the founda-
tions of a branch of cognitive science called enaction (Stewart, Gapenne, and Di Paolo 
2010; Vernon 2010). Cognition is also the means by which the system prepares for interac-
tion that may be necessary in the  future. Thus, cognition is intrinsically linked with the 
ability of an agent to act prospectively. As such, many emergent approaches focus on the 
acquisition of anticipatory skills rather than knowledge, asserting that pro cesses that guide 
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action and improve the capacity to guide action form the root capacity of all intelligent 
systems (Christensen and Hooker 2000). As a result, in contrast to cognitivism, emergent 
approaches are necessarily embodied, and the physical form of the agent’s body plays a 
causal role in the cognitive pro cess. Together, the body and the brain form the basis of a 
cognitive system, and they do so in the context of a structured environmental niche to 
which the body is adapted.  Because of this, cognition in the emergent paradigm is some-
times referred to as embodied cognition, although some emergent approaches make even 
stronger assertions about the nature of cognition. The emergent paradigm typically exploits 
connectionism or dynamical systems theory. In general, connectionist systems correspond 
to models at a lower level of abstraction, dynamical systems to a higher level. They are 
sometimes referred to as subsymbolic pro cesses.

10.2.3 Hybrid Systems

Hybrid systems are attempts to exploit both the cognitivist and emergent paradigms of 
cognitive science. They exploit symbolic knowledge to represent the agent’s world and 
logical rule- based systems to reason with this knowledge to pursue tasks and achieve goals. 
At the same time, they typically use emergent models of perception and action to explore 
the world and construct this knowledge. Hybrid systems use both symbolic and subsym-
bolic repre sen ta tions. The latter are constructed using subsymbolic connectionist pro cesses 
as the system interacts with and explores the world. So, instead of a designer programming 
in all the necessary knowledge, objects and events in the world can be represented by 
observed correspondences between sensed perceptions, agent actions, and sensed out-
comes. Thus, as with an emergent system, a hybrid system’s ability to understand the 
external world is dependent on its ability to flexibly interact with it. Interaction becomes 
an organ izing mechanism that establishes a learned association between perception and 
action. For a detailed comparison of cognitivist, emergent, and hybrid paradigms of cogni-
tive science, see Vernon, Metta, and Sandini (2007b) and Vernon (2014).

10.3 The Types of Cognitive Architecture

A cognitive architecture is a software framework that integrates all the ele ments required 
for a system to exhibit the attributes considered to be characteristic of a cognitive agent. 
Just what  these ele ments are is open to interpretation, but as we  will see,  there is common 
ground in the identification of core cognitive abilities in  these interpretations— for example, 
perception, action, learning, adaptation, anticipation, motivation, autonomy, internal simu-
lation, attention, action se lection, memory, reasoning, and metareasoning (Vernon 2014; 
Vernon, von Hofsten, and Fadiga 2016; Kotseruba and Tsotsos 2020).

Furthermore, a cognitive architecture determines the overall structure and organ ization of 
a cognitive system, including the component parts or modules (Sun 2004), the relations 
between  these modules, and the essential algorithmic and repre sen ta tional details within 
them (Langley 2006). The architecture specifies the formalisms for knowledge repre sen ta-
tions and the types of memories used to store them, the pro cesses that act upon that knowl-
edge, and the learning mechanisms that acquire it. For cognitivist and hybrid approaches, a 
cognitive architecture also provides a way of programming the system so that domain and 
task knowledge can be embedded in the system.
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A cognitive architecture makes explicit the set of assumptions upon which that cognitive 
model is founded.  These assumptions are typically derived from several sources: biological 
or psychological data, philosophical arguments, or working hypotheses inspired by work 
in dif fer ent disciplines such as neurophysiology, psy chol ogy, and artificial intelligence. 
Once it has been created, a cognitive architecture also provides a framework for develop-
ing the ideas and assumptions encapsulated in the architecture.

 There are three dif fer ent types of cognitive architecture, each derived from the three 
paradigms of cognitive science: the cognitivist, the emergent, and the hybrid. Cognitivist 
cognitive architectures are often referred to as symbolic cognitive architectures (Kotseruba 
and Tsotsos 2020). It is noteworthy that the term “cognitive architecture” itself is due to 
Allen Newell and his colleagues in their work on unified theories of cognition (Newell 
1990). Consequently, for cognitivism a cognitive architecture represents any attempt to 
create a unified theory of cognition. The cognitive architectures Soar (Laird, Newell, and 
Rosenbloom 1987; Laird 2009, 2012), ACT- R (Anderson 1996; Anderson et al. 2004), and 
CLARION (Sun 2007, 2016) are archetypal candidate unified theories of cognition, all of 
which are classified as hybrid cognitive architectures in the survey by Kotseruba and 
Tsotsos (2020).

10.3.1 The Cognitivist Perspective on Cognitive Architecture

In the cognitivist paradigm, the focus in a cognitive architecture is on the aspects of cogni-
tion that are constant over time and that are in de pen dent of the task (Ritter and Young 
2001; Langley, Laird, and Rogers 2009). A cognitivist cognitive architecture is a generic 
computational model that is neither domain- specific nor task- specific, and it needs to be 
provided with knowledge to perform any given task. This combination of a given cognitive 
architecture and a par tic u lar knowledge set is generally referred to as a cognitive model. 
In many cognitivist systems, much of the knowledge incorporated into the model is nor-
mally provided by the designer, and often this knowledge is highly crafted, possibly 
drawing on years of experience working in the prob lem domain. Machine learning is 
increasingly used to augment and adapt this knowledge.

10.3.2 The Emergent Perspective on Cognitive Architecture

Emergent approaches to cognition focus on the development of the agent from a primitive 
state to a fully cognitive state over its lifetime. As such, an emergent cognitive architecture 
is the initial state from which an agent subsequently develops. Development requires 
exposure to an environment that is conducive to development, one in which  there is suf-
ficient regularity to allow the system to build a sense of understanding of the world around 
it but not excessive variety that would overwhelm an agent that has inherent limitations 
on the speed with which it can develop. Thus, emergent cognition has two aspects, archi-
tecture and gradually acquired experience, mirroring the two aspects of a cognitivist cogni-
tive architecture: architecture and knowledge.  These two aspects of emergent cognition 
are referred to as phylogeny and ontogeny (or ontogenesis), the latter being the interactions 
and experiences that a developing cognitive system is exposed to as it acquires an increas-
ing degree of cognitive capability. Since the emergent paradigm holds that the physical 
system— the body—is also a part of the cognitive pro cess, an emergent cognitive archi-
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tecture should reflect in some way the structure and capabilities— the morphology—of the 
physical body in which it is embedded.

10.3.3 The Hybrid Perspective on Cognitive Architecture

As we have noted, hybrid systems endeavor to have the best of both worlds, combining 
the strengths of the cognitivist and emergent approaches. Most hybrid systems focus on 
integrating symbolic and subsymbolic (usually connectionist) pro cessing.

Hybrid cognitive architectures are the most prevalent type. The survey by Kotseruba 
and Tsotsos (2020) lists twenty- two symbolic (i.e., cognitivist) cognitive architectures, 
fourteen emergent, and forty- eight hybrid, thirty- eight of which are fully integrated.

10.4 Desirable Characteristics of a Cognitive Architecture

If a cognitive architecture is intended to be a unified theory of cognition, as most cognitivist 
cognitive architectures are, then it should exhibit certain desirable attributes— desiderata— 
including ecological realism, bioevolutionary realism, cognitive realism, and eclecticism of 
methodologies and techniques, as well as several behavioral characteristics (Sun 2004). 
Ecological realism means that a cognitive architecture should focus on allowing the cognitive 
system to operate in its natu ral environment, engaging in everyday activities and dealing 
with many concurrent and often conflicting goals with many environmental contingencies. 
Bioevolutionary realism means that a cognitive model of  human intelligence should be 
reducible to a model of animal intelligence. Cognitive realism means that a cognitive archi-
tecture should attempt to capture the essential characteristics of  human cognition from the 
perspectives of psy chol ogy, neuroscience, and philosophy. Eclecticism of methodologies and 
techniques means that new models should draw on, subsume, or supersede older models. 
Most cognitive architectures for cognitive robotics are not intended to be a unified theory 
of cognition, and consequently,  these attributes can be addressed only to the extent that they 
are useful from a robotics perspective.

In the emergent paradigm of cognitive science, development is the pro cess whereby a 
cognitive agent 1) expands its repertoire of action capabilities and 2) extends the time 
horizon of its ability to anticipate events in its world, including the need to act, the outcome 
of selected actions, the intentions of other cognitive agents, and the outcome of their 
actions (Vernon 2010).  These considerations give rise to an additional set of desiderata for 
developmental cognitive architectures (Vernon, von Hofsten, and Fadiga 2016), including 
the need for a value system to determine the goals of actions and provide the drive for 
achieving them (Oudeyer, Kaplan, and Hafner 2007; Merrick 2010) along with exploratory 
and social motives (Piaget 1954; Vygotsky 1978; Lindblom 2015) to modulate be hav ior 
and select actions (Edelman 2006). The adaptation inherent in development is dependent 
on learning. A developmental cognitive architecture needs to have at least three dif fer ent 
modes of learning: supervised learning, reinforcement learning, and unsupervised learning 
(Doya 1999). It also requires some mechanism to simulate  future events (Seligman et al. 
2013), to simulate the execution of actions and the likely outcome of  those actions 
(Hesslow 2002, 2012), and to take alternative perspectives, including  those of other agents 
(Schacter, Addis, and Buckner 2008).
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10.5 Surveys of Cognitive Architectures

While several surveys of cognitive architectures have been published over the past ten or 
so years (Vernon, Metta, and Sandini 2007b; Duch, Oentaryo, and Pasquier 2008; Samso-
novich 2010; Thórisson and Helgasson 2012), the recent survey by Kotseruba and Tsotsos 
(2020) is by far the most comprehensive. It targets eighty- four cognitive architectures, 
estimating that approximately three hundred cognitive architectures have been developed 
and that approximately one- third are currently active. The most often cited cognitive archi-
tectures are ACT- R (Anderson 1996; Anderson et al. 2004), Soar (Laird, Newell, and Rosen-
bloom 1987; Laird 2012), CLARION (Sun 2007, 2016), ICARUS (Langley 2006; Langley 
and Choi 1999 [2006]), EPIC (Kieras and Meyer 1997), and LIDA (Franklin et al. 2007, 
2014). The majority of cognitive architectures focus on modeling  human cognition.

Despite its comprehensive coverage, almost inevitably the Kotseruba and Tsotsos survey 
is not complete. For example, it omits the CRAM cognitive architecture (Beetz et al. 2010; 
Mösenlechner 2016), possibly  because the CRAM lit er a ture refers to a cognitive robot 
abstract machine and to cognition- enabled robotics, rather than a cognitive architecture. 
 Later in the chapter, we use CRAM as one of our two examples of cognitive architectures 
for cognitive robotics. Nevertheless, the survey provides a peerless basis on which to 
compare and contrast existing cognitive architectures by addressing the extent to which 
they exhibit core cognitive abilities, and we  will refer to it throughout this section.

10.5.1 Comparing Cognitive Architectures

Despite efforts to establish an agreed set of criteria for comparing and evaluating cognitive 
architectures based on desirable characteristics such as Sun’s (2004) desiderata and New-
ell’s (1990, 1992) functional criteria, disagreements persist regarding the research goals, 
structure, operation, and application of cognitive architectures.  Because of this, and in the 
absence of a clear definition and general theory of cognition, not to mention difficulties 
in defining intelligence, Kotseruba and Tsotsos adopt a pragmatic approach, treating intel-
ligence as a set of system competences and be hav iors. Thus, rather than summarize and 
review each cognitive architecture individually, Kotseruba and Tsotsos address seven core 
cognitive abilities— perception, attention mechanisms, action se lection, memory, learning, 
reasoning, and metareasoning— and discuss the degree to which the eighty- four architec-
tures surveyed exhibit  these abilities. Significantly, they  don’t include anticipation (i.e., 
prospection) as a core cognitive ability as  others do, both in surveys of cognitive archi-
tectures (Vernon, Metta, and Sandini 2007b) or in the cognitive science lit er a ture (Atance 
and O’Neill 2001; Gilbert and Wilson 2007; Schacter et al. 2012; Seligman et al. 2013). 
On the other hand, they do include attention, reasoning, and metacognition, three pivotal 
abilities that have often been omitted from other surveys. We summarize  these seven core 
cognitive abilities in the following, adding, for completeness, a short note on the central 
role played by anticipation (i.e., prospection) in cognition and cognitive architectures.

10.5.2 Core Cognitive Abilities

Perception
Perception is a pro cess that transforms raw input into the system’s internal repre sen ta tion. 
Vision is the most commonly implemented sensory modality, but more than half of the 
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cognitive architectures surveyed use simulated visual input rather than transforming the 
raw sensory data. In general, symbolic cognitive architectures tend to have  limited percep-
tual abilities, and therefore they rely on direct simulated data input. Audition is less com-
monly found in cognitive architectures, while touch, smell, and proprioception are rarely 
implemented with any fidelity. Most architectures use only two modalities si mul ta neously— 
for example, vision and audition or vision and range data (e.g., from Lidar sensors). Only 
a few architectures aim for biological fidelity in perception. For the most part, cognitive 
architectures ignore crossmodal interaction and adopt a modular approach when dealing 
with sensory modalities, despite its importance in developmental robotics (Cangelosi and 
Schlesinger 2015).

Attention
Attention is a pro cess that reduces the information a cognitive system has to pro cess, 
selecting relevant information and filtering out irrelevant information from sensory data. 
Kotseruba and Tstotsos refer to three classes of information reduction mechanism (Tsotsos 
2011): se lection, restriction, and suppression. Se lection mechanisms choose one entity 
from many— for example, gaze and viewpoint se lection, restriction mechanisms choose 
some entities from many, and suppression mechanisms suppress some entities from many. 
The restrictive mechanism reduces the search space by priming— that is, preparing the 
visual system for input based on task requirements, exogenous motivations (e.g., domain 
knowledge), exogenous cues (external stimuli), exogenous tasks (restricting attention to 
objects relevant to the task), and visual field (limiting the visual field). The suppression 
mechanisms include feature or spatial inhibition, task- irrelevant stimuli suppression, nega-
tive priming, and location or object inhibition of return to bias the agent returning attention 
to previously attended locations. The most frequently implemented mechanisms of atten-
tion are se lection and restriction, with only a few cognitive architectures implementing a 
suppression mechanism. Kotseruba and Tstotsos note that visual attention is largely over-
looked in cognitive architectures, with exceptions including the ISAC (Kawamura et al. 
2008) and iCub cognitive architectures (Vernon, Sandini, and Metta 2007a).

Action Se lection
Action se lection determines what the agent should do next.  There are two major approaches: 
planning and dynamic action se lection. Planning, using traditional AI techniques, determines 
a sequence of steps to reach a certain goal or solve a prob lem prior to execution of the plan. 
Dynamic action se lection involves the se lection of one action based on knowledge at the 
time, typically using winner- take- all, probabilistic, or predefined order se lection mecha-
nisms. The criteria for se lection include relevance, utility (in the sense of expected contribu-
tion to the current goal), and internal functions— for example, transient emotion, drives, or 
internal mechanisms, including basic physiological needs and high- level social drives and 
personality traits that bias or modulate the action se lection rather than directly determining 
the next be hav ior. Planning, prevalent in symbolic architectures and in hybrid architectures 
but also found in emergent architectures, is often augmented with dynamic action se lection 
mechanisms to improve the capability for adaptivity to environmental changes.

Memory
Kotseruba and Tsotsos identify six types of memory in cognitive architectures: short- term 
sensory memory and working memory and long- term episodic, semantic, procedural, and 
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global memory. Sensory memory is a very short- term buffer that stores several recent 
percepts and has a decay rate in the region of tens of milliseconds for visual data, longer 
for aural data. Working memory is temporary storage for percepts and information related 
to the current task and is frequently associated with the current focus of attention. It is 
critical for attention, reasoning, and learning.

Episodic memory (Tulving 1972, 1984) plays a key role in the anticipatory aspect of 
cognition. It refers to specific instances in the agent’s experience, while semantic memory 
refers to general knowledge about the agent’s world that may be in de pen dent of the agent’s 
specific experience: knowledge of general facts about objects and concepts and the rela-
tionships between  those objects. In symbolic cognitive architectures, semantic memory is 
often represented as a graph- like ontology network, the nodes being the concepts and the 
links the relationships. In emergent cognitive architectures, semantic memory is typically 
represented by a pattern of activity in a connectionist network.

Episodic and semantic memory are collectively known as declarative memory. Declara-
tive memory captures knowledge, while procedural memory captures skills, equipping an 
agent to “know that” and “know how,” respectively (Ryle 1949).

In symbolic production systems, procedural knowledge is the knowledge of how to carry 
out some task, represented by a set of if- then rules preprogrammed or learned for a par tic-
u lar domain. In emergent systems, procedural memory may comprise sequences of state- 
action pairs or perceptuomotor associations.

Global memory is reserved for cognitive architectures that  don’t draw the type- duration 
distinction and use a unified global structure for all knowledge.

Learning
Learning refers to an ability for a system to improve its per for mance over time through 
the acquisition of knowledge or skill. Two types of learning can be distinguished: declara-
tive and nondeclarative. Declarative learning is concerned with explicit knowledge acqui-
sition, while nondeclarative learning focuses on perceptual, procedural, associative, and 
nonassociative learning.

Of the eighty- four cognitive architectures surveyed by Kotseruba and Tsotsos, nineteen— 
mostly symbolic and hybrid—do not implement learning of any type.

Declarative learning can take several forms. In production systems, new declarative 
knowledge— facts about the world— are learned when  either a fact or a rule is added to 
declarative memory— for example,  after completing a goal or resolving an impasse. Thus, 
new symbolic knowledge is learned when local inference rules are applied to existing 
knowledge to obtain new knowledge, encapsulated in what is referred to as a chunk. In 
emergent and hybrid cognitive architectures, declarative learning often takes the form of 
the association of perceptual features with the identity of objects.

Perceptual learning refers to learning about the environment from perceptual data: 
uncovering perceptual patterns, constructing associations between percepts, and inferring 
knowledge about the environment— for example, its spatial organ ization.

Procedural learning refers to learning skills by repetitive practice  until the skill becomes 
automatic. Note that this view of procedural learning entails a dif fer ent view of what 
constitutes procedural knowledge compared with procedural knowledge in cognitivist 
production systems.
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Associative learning is used to refer to the pro cess of improving decision- making 
through the influence of reward and punishment. Reinforcement learning is often used as 
a computational model of associative learning, including variants such as temporal differ-
ence learning, Q- learning, and Hebbian learning. Nearly half the cognitive architectures 
surveyed use reinforcement learning to implement associative learning. Since reinforce-
ment learning can be used with many forms of repre sen ta tion, it is used in all types of 
cognitive architecture: symbolic, emergent, and hybrid. In symbolic (i.e., cognitivist) 
cognitive architectures, reinforcement learning facilitates adaptation by weighting the 
importance of beliefs and actions based on the outcome of their use. In hybrid and emer-
gent cognitive architectures, reinforcement learning also facilitates adaptation, but in  these 
cases by establishing weighted associations between states and actions. This often takes 
the form of an initial phase of motor babbling— that is, performing random movements 
and observing their sensory outcome, followed by a learning phase to establish stable 
patterns known as sensorimotor contingencies.

Nonassociative learning refers to an often gradual adjustment of the weighting or impor-
tance of a single system entity, rather than an associative linking between two or more 
entities— for example, the gradual reduction of the strength of a response to some stimulus 
or pattern of system activity that is repeatedly presented. This is known as habituation. 
Sensitization has the opposite effect, such as a gradual increase in the strength of response 
to some repeated stimulus or activity.

Kotseruba and Tsotsos note that, surprisingly, deep learning does not yet feature strongly 
in cognitive architectures, but it is likely to play an impor tant role in the  future. We return 
to this topic in section 10.7.

Reasoning
Reasoning is the ability to logically and systematically pro cess knowledge, typically to 
infer conclusions. The three classical forms of logical inference are deduction, induction, 
and abduction. In the context of cognitive architectures, reasoning focusses on the practical 
objective of finding the next (best) action to perform. Cognitive architectures typically 
aim to facilitate human- level intelligence, but they do not necessarily try to model the 
pro cesses of  human reasoning.  Those that do include ACT- R (Anderson 1996; Anderson 
et al. 2004), Soar (Laird et al. 1987; Laird 2009, 2012), and CLARION (Sun 2007, 2016). 
Many emergent cognitive architectures do not address reasoning, even if they are capable 
of facilitating complex be hav ior. Some emergent cognitive architectures, such as SPA 
(Eliasmith et al. 2012), effect symbolic reasoning using neural architectures, raising the 
possibility that it might not be necessary to introduce a hard distinction between symbolic 
cognition and subsymbolic cognition.

Metacognition
Metacognition refers to a cognitive system’s ability to monitor its internal cognitive pro-
cesses and reason about them, acquiring data about the internal operation and status of the 
cognitive system— for example, availability of internal resources, confidence values 
during task execution, and sometimes generating temporal traces of activity during task 
execution. Approximately one- third of the eighty- four cognitive architectures surveyed by 
Kotseruba and Tsotsos have a metacognition ele ment.  These are mainly symbolic cognitive 
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architectures and hybrid cognitive architectures with a strong component of symbolic pro-
cessing. Metacognition is needed for social cognition, especially if the cognitive architec-
ture is to form a theory of mind, also known as perspective taking— that is, the ability 
to infer the cognitive states of other agents with which it is interacting, predicting their 
be hav ior, and acting appropriately. Very few cognitive architectures support this ability. 
Kotseruba and Tsotsos note only two: Sigma (Rosenbloom, Demski, and Ustun 2016) and 
PolyScheme (Trafton et al. 2005).

Prospection
Although the core cognitive abilities identified by Kotseruba and Tsotsos do not include prospec-
tion, it plays such a central role in cognition that we include it  here for completeness.

Prospection— the capacity to anticipate the  future—is one of the hallmark attributes of 
cognition. It also lies at the heart of the other core characteristics of a cognitive agent: 
autonomy, perception, action, learning, and adaptation (Vernon 2014). It facilitates autonomy 
and the ability to cope with adversarial conditions by allowing the agent to prepare to act. 
It is also involved in constitutive autonomy (Froese, Virgo, and Izquierdo 2007), predictively 
adjusting internal system pro cesses through allostasis (Sterling 2012). It facilitates perception 
through expectation- driven attentional pro cesses (Borji, Sihite, and Itti 2014). Attention, in 
turn, facilitates predictive control of, for example, gaze (Flanagan and Johansson 2003) and 
the prediction of the consequences of actions (Flanagan et al. 2013). In general, anticipation 
is central to action since actions are goal directed and guided by prospective information 
(von Hofsten 2009): a cognitive agent continually anticipates the need to act, and it antici-
pates the outcome of  those actions (Vernon, von Hofsten, and Fadiga 2011). Prospection also 
lies at the heart of learning, for learned models are used both for prediction and explanation. 
Fi nally, adaptivity arises in cognitive agents when the learned models fail to produce accurate 
or reliable predictions.

Consensus is emerging that internal simulation plays a key role in prospection (Svens-
son, Lindblom, and Ziemke 2007; Mohan, Bhat, and Morasso 2018). However,  there is 
less agreement about the manner in which internal simulation is accomplished. Some 
cognitive architectures opt for an explicit module in the architecture (e.g., Kawamura et al. 
2008; Beetz et al. 2010; Kunze and Beetz 2017), while in  others it is a covert mode of 
operation, with internal simulation effected by the same subsystems as  those responsible 
for sensorimotor- mediated action but using covert, internally generated endogenous sen-
sorimotor signals rather than exogenous sensorimotor signals (e.g., Demiris and Khadhouri 
2006; Shanahan 2006).

10.5.3 Applications

Kotseruba and Tsotsos identify more than nine hundred proj ects that use one of the eighty- 
four cognitive architectures surveyed. They identify ten classes of application: psychologi-
cal experiments, robotics,  human per for mance modeling, human- robot and human- computer 
interaction, natu ral language pro cessing, categorization and clustering, computer vision, 
games and puzzles, virtual agents, and miscellaneous proj ects that  don’t fall into the other 
nine classes. Robotics applications account for nearly a quarter of all applications, mainly 
for navigation and obstacle avoidance, fetch and carry tasks, object localization, and object 
manipulation.
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10.6 Example Cognitive Architectures

To highlight the issues we have covered so far, in this section we examine two examples 
of cognitive architectures that focus specifically on cognitive robotics: CRAM (Beetz, 
Mösenlechner, and Tenorth 2010; Mösenlechner 2016), a knowledge- based reasoning archi-
tecture, and ISAC (Kawamura et al. 2008), an architecture built from communicating soft-
ware agents and memory subsystems.

10.6.1 The CRAM Cognitive Architecture

CRAM stands for cognitive robot abstract machine. It is a hybrid cognitive architecture, 
first introduced in 2010 (Beetz, Mösenlechner, and Tenorth 2010). Since then it has devel-
oped significantly, building on the original basis for the architecture: the achievement of 
cognition- enabled robot manipulation in everyday situations, carry ing out goal- directed 
tasks that need only be vaguely defined using underdetermined robot action plans specified 
in abstract terms. The vagueness is resolved at runtime by reasoning: querying knowledge 
bases and combining the resultant knowledge with information about the current state of 
the robot’s environment acquired through perception, inferring the concrete actions that 
need to be performed to achieve the goal, and adapting them at runtime, as necessary. For 
example, figure 10.1 shows a PR2 robot setting a  table during a demonstration of CRAM- 
based robot manipulation at the Everyday Activity Science and Engineering interdisciplin-
ary research center (https:// ease - crc . org / ).

CRAM— see figure 10.2— comprises five core ele ments: 1) the CRAM Plan Language 
(CPL) executive; 2) a suite of knowledge bases and associated reasoning mechanisms, 
collectively referred to as KnowRob2 (Beetz et al. 2018); 3) a perception executive; 4) an 
action executive; and 5) a metacognitive reasoning system. Several publications document 

Figure 10.1
A PR2 robot setting a  table during a demonstration of cognition- enabled robot manipulation using the CRAM. 
Source: Courtesy of the EASE interdisciplinary research center at the University of Bremen, Germany.
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the development of CRAM over the past ten years, a small subset of which includes Winkler 
et al. (2012), Tenorth and Beetz (2013), Beetz et al. (2015), and Kunze and Beetz (2017).

The CRAM Plan Language (CPL) executive is an extension of the Lisp programming 
language. It represents all the key aspects of a plan as per sis tent first- class objects in first- 
order logic. Thus, CRAM can reason about its plans, even at runtime. This is particularly 
relevant in the metacognition system. Plans specify how the robot should respond to sensory 
events, changes in belief states, and detected failures in plans. All  these aspects of a plan 
can be queried, inspected, and reasoned about. A plan comprises a set of abstract plan 
designators for actions, objects, locations, and motions— that is, elementary movements. 
Designators are effectively placeholders and require runtime resolution based on the current 
context of the task action. Designator resolution is accomplished  either by querying a priori 
knowledge embedded in the plan, by querying knowledge in the KnowRob2 knowledge 
base, or by accessing sensorimotor data through the perception executive. All plans have a 
similar generic structure, as shown below. The terms prefixed with a question mark are 
resolved at runtime based on the current state of the robot and the environment.

 (par

(perform

(desig: an action

(type picking−up)

(arm ?grasping−arm)

(grasp left−side)

(object ?perceived−object ))

. . .

)

The KnowRob2 knowledge base is a knowledge repre sen ta tion and reasoning framework 
for robotic agents (cf. chapter 21). It is implemented in Prolog, and it is exposed as a 
conventional first- order time interval logic knowledge base. However, many logic expres-
sions are constructed on demand from sensorimotor data computed in real time. It provides 
the background common sense intuitive- physics knowledge required by the CPL executive 
to implement its goal- directed underdetermined task plans— for example, how to grasp an 
object, depending on the object’s shape, weight, softness, and other properties; how it must 
be held while moving it— for example, upright to avoid spilling its contents; and where 
the object is normally located. Some knowledge is specified a priori, some is derived from 
experience, and some is the result of the simulated execution of candidate actions using 
a high- fidelity virtual real ity physics engine simulator. All knowledge is represented by a 
first- order time interval logic expression and reasoned about, as needed.

KnowRob2 comprises five core ele ments embedded in a hybrid (i.e., multiformalism) 
reasoning shell, exposed through a logic- based language layer to an interface shell that 
provides perception, question answering, experience acquisition, and knowledge learning. 
The five ele ments are 1) a central set of knowledge ontologies and axiomatizations; 2) an 
episodic memory knowledge base encapsulating the robot’s experiences, represented in both 
subsymbolic form and in generalized symbolic form; 3) an inner- world knowledge base and 
virtual real ity physics engine simulator; 4) a logic knowledge base with abstracted symbolic 
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sensor and action data, logical axioms, and inference rules; and 5) a virtual knowledge base 
comprising a set of data structures for pa ram e terized motion control and path planning.

The knowledge ontologies and associated axiomatizations provide structured repre sen-
ta tion of the knowledge about the robot and its environment.  There is a core ontology and 
additional special- purpose, application- specific ontologies. The core ontology defines the 
robot configuration, object configurations, robot actions, tasks, activities and be hav iors, 
environment configuration, and situational context. The axioms identify roles that objects 
can play— for example, a mug is a cylindrical vessel, with a  handle, that can be used as 
a receptacle from which its contents can by drunk, mixed, or poured.

One of the main distinguishing aspects of KnowRob2 is its focus on episodic memory. 
This is an autobiographical memory of the robot’s experience as it had carried out tasks 
in the past.  These are or ga nized as NEEMS— narrative- enabled episodic memories— a 
concept introduced by the KnowRob2 designers. A NEEM comprises an experience and 
a narrative. The experience is a detailed low- level recording of a certain episode, such as 
rec ords of poses and percepts based on exteroceptive and proprioceptive sensory data. It 
also includes control signals. This is unusual  because motor aspects of memory are nor-
mally stored in procedural memory. Thus, CRAM episodic memory, and NEEMS in par-
tic u lar, generalizes the concept of an episode to include procedural ele ments. The narrative 
is an abstract symbolic description of the tasks, the context, the intended goals, and the 
observed effects (Beetz et al. 2018). KnowRob2 episodic memory, in representing proce-
dural knowledge as declarative knowledge, allows it to be reasoned about. The episodic 
knowledge base provides the basis for answers to queries such as what actions  were 
performed by the robot, when it performed them, how it performed them, why they  were 
performed,  whether or not they  were successful, what the robot perceived while perform-
ing them, and what the robot believed when it performed them. The extraction of the 
generalized symbolic knowledge from NEEMS is facilitated by an interface to the Weka 
machine- learning framework (Holmes, Donkin, and Witten 1994).

The inner- world knowledge base facilitates geometric reasoning using a high- quality 
virtual real ity system and physics engine. This allows KnowRob2 to simulate the outcome 
of candidate action and to establish the feasibility of that action. It provides symbolic 
names and properties for each entity, and it can infer background knowledge— for example, 
where an object is stored. The inner- world knowledge base serves two roles: as a repre-
sen ta tion of the belief state of the robot about itself and the world and as a reasoning 
mechanism for determining the outcome of candidate actions. Thus, it encapsulates two 
types of knowledge: current beliefs about robots and the world and the projected internal 
simulation of  future states. It also acts as a learning mechanism, generating episodic 
memories off- line, effectively dreaming while physically inactive, and  running simulations 
of activities with varying control par ameters.  These are recorded and transferred to the 
episodic- memory knowledge base.

The logic knowledge base provides information about the entities in the robot’s environ-
ment, including objects, object parts, object articulation models, and environments com-
posed of objects, actions, and events. It uses an entity description language that allows 
partial descriptions of entities in terms of both symbolic and subsymbolic properties.

The virtual knowledge base provides computable predicates that facilitate the integra-
tion of nonsymbolic data into the reasoning pro cess, allowing symbolic queries of non-
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symbolic data. This allows run- time sensorimotor states to be integrated into the knowledge 
base at run- time and to be used in reasoning in the same was as symbolic knowledge.

KnowRob2 provides a logic- based language interface that allows the hybrid reasoning 
shell to be exposed as a purely symbolic knowledge base even though internally it uses 
multiple symbolic and subsymbolic repre sen ta tions and reasoning formalisms. In this way, 
KnowRob2 can be treated by the CPL executive (and other systems through its OpenEASE 
interface; Beetz et al. 2015) as a symbolic, object- oriented query system in which entities 
can be retrieved by providing partial descriptions of them using the entity predicate. This 
allows KnowRob2 to appear as a “Siri for robots” (Beetz 2018)— that is, as a query and 
response oracle. Consequently, during task execution  there is an ongoing dialogue between 
the CPL executive and KnowRob2, in which the CPL executive pre sents a series of under-
determined queries, and KnowRob2 provides the corresponding responses, allowing the 
CPL executive to carry out the task using the action executive.

The action executive controls the robot by mapping pa ram e terized actions (as requested 
by the CPL executive) to adaptive trajectories in real time.

Sensory information is available to the CPL executive  either directly from the perception 
executive or indirectly through KnowRob2 by means of the virtual knowledge base and 
the associated computable predicates.

The metacognition subsystem allows CRAM to reason about plans and exploit trans-
formational learning and planning to improve them in two complementary ways: by spe-
cialization using pragmatic everyday activity manifolds (PEAMs) and by generalization 
through metacognitive induction. This is pos si ble  because, as we noted above, the plans 
themselves are represented as first- class objects in first- order logic. PEAMs capture the 
subspace of motions necessary to carry out an action successfully by exploiting the con-
straints that knowledge of everyday activities and the environment bring to bear, rendering 
tractable by specialization the solution of prob lems that in their full generality are intrac-
table. Generalization through metacognitive induction complements the PEAM solution 
strategy by exploring patterns among actions plans, seeking ways to transform them  either 
by carry ing out the action in a more efficient and effective manner or by accomplishing 
the outcome of the action in a dif fer ent way.

10.6.2 ISAC

ISAC— intelligent soft arm control—is a hybrid cognitive architecture for an upper- torso 
humanoid robot also called ISAC (Kawamura et al. 2008). From a software engineering 
perspective, ISAC is constructed from an integrated collection of software agents and 
associated memories. Agents encapsulate all aspects of a component of the architecture, 
operate asynchronously (i.e., without a shared clock to keep the pro cessing of all agents 
locked in step with each other), and communicate with each other by passing messages.

As shown in figure 10.3, the multiagent ISAC cognitive architecture comprises Activa-
tor Agents for motion control, Perceptual Agents, and a First- Order Response Agent (FRA) 
to effect reactive perception- action control. It has three memory systems: short- term 
memory (STM), long- term memory (LTM), and a working memory system (WMS).

STM has a robot- centered spatiotemporal memory of the perceptual events currently 
being experienced. This is called a Sensory EgoSphere (SES), and it is a discrete repre-
sen ta tion of what is happening around the robot, represented by a geodesic sphere indexed 
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by two  angles: horizontal (azimuth) and vertical (elevation). STM also has an Attention 
Network that determines the perceptual events that are most relevant and then directs the 
robot’s attention to them.

LTM stores information about the robot’s learned skills and past experiences. LTM is 
made up of semantic, episodic, and procedural memory. Together, the semantic memory and 
episodic memory make up the robot’s declarative memory of the facts it knows. On the other 
hand, procedural memory stores repre sen ta tions of the motions the robot can perform.

ISAC’s episodic memory abstracts past experiences and creates links or associations 
between them. It has multiple layers. At the lowest level, an episodic experience contains 
information about the external situation (i.e., task- relevant percepts from the SES), goals, 
emotions (in this case, internal evaluation of the perceived situation), actions, and out-
comes that arise from actions and the valuations of  these outcomes (e.g., how close they 
are to the desired goal state and any reward received as a result). Episodes are connected 
by links that encapsulate be hav iors: transitions from one episode to another. Higher layers 
abstract away specific details and create links based on the transitions at lower levels. This 
multilayered approach allows for the efficient matching and retrieval of memories.

WMS, inspired by neuroscience models of brain function, temporarily stores informa-
tion that is related to the task currently being executed. It forms a type of cache memory 
for STM, and the information it stores, called chunks, encapsulates expectations of  future 
reward that are learned using a neural network.

Cognitive be hav ior is the responsibility of a Central Executive Agent (CEA) and an 
Internal Rehearsal System (IRS), a system that simulates the effects of pos si ble actions. 
Together with a Goals and Motivation subsystem comprising an Intention Agent and an 
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Figure 10.3
The ISAC cognitive architecture.
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Affect Agent, the CEA and the IRS form a compound agent called the Self Agent that, 
along with the FRA, makes decisions and acts according to the current situation and 
ISAC’s internal states. The CEA is responsible for cognitive control, invoking the skills 
required to perform some given task on the basis of the current focus of attention and past 
experiences. The goals are provided by the Intention Agent. Decision- making is modulated 
by the Affect Agent.

ISAC works in the following way. Normally, the FRA produces reactive responses to 
sensory triggers. However, it is also responsible for executing tasks. When a task is assigned 
by a  human, the FRA retrieves the skill from procedural memory in the LTM that corre-
sponds to the skill described in the task information. It then places it in the WMS as chunks 
along with the current percept. The Activator Agent then executes it, suspending execution 
whenever a reactive response is required. If the FRA finds no matching skill for the task, 
the CEA takes over, recalling from episodic memory past experiences and be hav iors that 
contain information similar to the current task. One behavior- percept pair is selected, based 
on the current percept in the SES, its relevance, and the likelihood of successful execution 
as determined by internal simulation in the IRS. This is then placed in working memory, 
and the Activator Agent executes the action.

10.7  Future Prospects

The design and implementation of a cognitive architecture is a daunting undertaking. This 
is evident when you consider that con temporary cognitive architectures such as Soar 
(Laird, Newell, and Rosenbloom 1987; Laird 2009, 2012), ACT- R (Anderson et al. 2004; 
Anderson 1996), CLARION (Sun 2007, 2016), and CRAM (Beetz et al. 2010; Mösen-
lechner 2016) have taken ten to twenty years or more to develop and are all still being 
developed further.1 In an effort to consolidate cognitive architecture research, the cognitive 
science community has launched an exercise to identify the key design features shared by 
the most prominent cognitive architectures, with the goal of creating a common model of 
cognition (Laird, Lebiere, and Rosenbloom 2017) and promoting more cohesive develop-
ment and achieving greater pro gress. In any case, pro gress  will depend on the thorough 
evaluation of cognitive architectures in diverse, challenging, realistic environments (Kot-
seruba and Tsotsos 2020) consistent with human- level intelligence, such as the CRAM 
cognitive architecture targets in everyday activity science and engineering (EASE).

 There is a need for more realistic perceptual capabilities that can operate in adverse 
conditions with noise and uncertainty, using context to improve per for mance. Almost half 
the cognitive architectures surveyed by Kotseruba and Tsotsos do not implement any visual 
perception or other sensory modalities. For example, audition, touch, and olfaction are 
typically addressed in a trivial manner (Kotseruba and Tsotsos 2020).

Cognitive architectures also need to facilitate more natu ral communication with  humans 
to infer their intentions and emotional states; engage in adaptive, personalized interaction; 
read body language, such as gestures and facial expressions; engage in natu ral turn- taking; 
and facilitate human- robot joint action. Examples of cognitive architectures that focus 
on  these aspects of cognitive human- robot interaction include Lemaignan et al. (2017); 
Sandini et al. (2018); Tanevska et al. (2019).

Computational models of episodic memory have not received significant attention, 
especially for lifelong learning, despite the fact that its existence and importance has been 
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widely recognized (Kotseruba and Tsotsos 2020). Notable exceptions include the CRAM 
cognitive architecture (Beetz, Mösenlechner, and Tenorth 2010; Mösenlechner 2016) and 
the iCub neural framework for episodic memory (Mohan, Sandini, and Morasso 2014).

Deep learning (Schmidhuber 2015; Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courville 2016) has not 
yet made a significant impact on cognitive architectures (Kotseruba and Tsotsos 2020). 
This  will almost certainly change, giving rise to new architectural requirements— for 
example, deep developmental robotics architectures (Sigaud and Droniou 2016) and a 
reconciliation of deep learning with symbolic artificial intelligence (Garnelo and Shanahan 
2019). One of the main advantages of deep learning is its ability to produce end- to- end 
systems— that is, systems that map directly from an input space to an output space, such 
as pixels- to- classes in computer vision. In robotics, the situation is dif fer ent: end- to- end 
systems must map from pixels (and other sensory stimuli) to torques in a dynamic interac-
tive environment. Supervised deep learning based on static data sets is not  viable in  these 
circumstances. However, deep reinforcement learning (Arulkumaran et al. 2017; Li 2018) 
is capable of learning end- to- end robot control or action policies. This form of learning is 
typically implemented using simulators and may not be feasible on physical robots. Sün-
derhauf et al. (2018) estimate that it would take fifty- three days to accomplish a deep 
reinforcement learning exercise that currently takes twenty- four hours using simulation. 
They suggest that  there is also a real ity gap between simulation and the real world that 
limits the usefulness of simulation- based deep reinforcement learning, and they discuss a 
solution based on transfer learning, initially learning in the simulated environment, freez-
ing the network weights, and then continuing the learning with the physical robot. On the 
other hand, results using photorealistic simulations to support reasoning in cognition- 
enabled robots (Beetz et al. 2018; Mania and Beetz 2019) suggest that the real ity gap may 
not be significant and that the simulation approach may be plausible.

10.8 Conclusion

A cognitive architecture captures both the abstract conceptual form and the details of 
functional operation, focusing on inner cohesion and self- contained completeness. This 
means that all of the mechanisms required for cognition fall  under the compass of a cogni-
tive architecture, including perception, attention, action, control, learning, reasoning, memory, 
adaptivity, and anticipation. Thus, cognition, as a pro cess, and a cognitive architecture, as 
a framework, embrace all of the ele ments required for effective action. A cognitive archi-
tecture specifies the system components and the way  these components are dynamically 
related as a  whole. It provides both an abstract model of cognitive be hav ior and a sufficient 
basis for a software instantiation of that model (Lieto et al. 2018). Despite the magnitude 
of the task, the design and implementation of an appropriate cognitive architecture remains 
an indispensable step in the creation of a cognitive robot.

Additional Reading and Resources

•  To delve more deeply into the field of cognitive architectures, you might begin by 
reading the review by Kotseruba and Tsotsos (2020) and referring to the companion 
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website: http:// jtl . lassonde . yorku . ca / project / cognitive _ architectures _ survey / index . html. The 
review does not focus specifically on robot cognitive architectures but provides a con-
temporary and comprehensive overview of the field, nonetheless.
•  Appendix A of Vernon, von Hofsten, and Fadiga (2011), summarizing the operation of 
twenty cognitive architectures: Vernon, D., C. von Hofsten, and L. Fadiga. 2011. A Roadmap 
for Cognitive Development in Humanoid Robots. In Vol. 11, Cognitive Systems Monographs. 
Berlin: Springer. http:// www . vernon . eu / COSMOS _ CAs . pdf.
•  The Introduction to Cognitive Robotics course (www . cognitiverobotics . net) has several 
lectures devoted to cognitive architectures, in general, and to the CRAM cognitive archi-
tecture summarized in section 10.6.1, in par tic u lar, expanding on the material in the online 
CRAM tutorials: http:// cram - system . org / tutorials.
•  Software is available online for, for example, the CRAM cognitive architecture: http:// 
cram - system . org; the openEASE software components for cognition- enabled control of 
robotic agents: https:// ease - crc . org / open - ease / ; and the iCub cognitive robot platform: 
http:// www . icub . org.
•  Instructions on how to access, download, and install the CRAM software is included in 
the Introduction to Cognitive Robotics course and on the CRAM website (http:// cram 
- system . org / installation), along with practical exercises to help you get started.
•  For other software resources, refer to the “Resources” page on the IEEE Technical Com-
mittee for Cognitive Robotics site: http:// www . ieee - coro . org.

Note

1.  The average age of cognitive architecture proj ects in the survey by Kotseruba and Tsotsos (2020) is approxi-
mately fifteen years.
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